
5
Save Effort by Using the Standard
Template Library (STL)

The effective use of a programming language heavily depends on ap-
plying its library effectively. This chapter is about using those parts
of the C++ standard library that derive from the standard template standard template library
library STL [SL95]. Understanding the concepts of the different con-
tainers and having an overview of the armada of algorithms allow
you to code effectively and efficiently. There is seldom a case where
you need to program your own loops in C++, you can use an efficient
algorithms instead. The glue between algorithms and containers are
iterators that come with different capabilities. Usually you do not
need to care about the iterators directly, but passing them to algo-
rithms to do the work requires some understanding of the iterator
flavors available.

Some parts of this chapter act as a quick reference, such as sec-
tion 5.6 or the individual container descriptions. You can skip those
on a first reading and refer to them, whenever you want to figure out
which algorithm or container to use.

I am using member functions for iterator access of the contain-
ers here to demonstrate the availability of these member functions.
However, all of the example code could use the corresponding free
functions passing the container as argument as well, e.g., v.crbegin
() could be written as crbegin(v) instead.

5.1 Overview

Because of their internal structure, some containers provide member
functions that should be used instead of an algorithm. For example
find() as an algorithm implements linear search1. A std::set stores 1 complexity is O(distance(begin,end))

its elements in sorted order, so a linear search is suboptimal, there-
fore searching in a set is better done by its member function find()

that makes use of the internal tree structure and thus provides better
average performance2. 2 O(log(set::size()))
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Available Containers Overview

To give you an overview, here is a list of containers or container-like
things available in the standard library. Each of theses containers
provides at least one template parameter to allow arbitrary element
types to be stored (except for std::string). I will later give simple
examples for each of the containers but won’t go into every little
detail that you might need to consult a(n online-)reference manual
for, e.g. [cpp12] or [Jos12].

sequence containers
Sequence containers allow access to their elements in a defined or-
der. The most prominent exemplars that you already know are std

::vector<T> and std::string. Other sequence containers are std

::array<T,n> for fixed size sequential collection of elements, and
those that support effective expansion in the front and back, like std

::deque for a double-ended queue, std::forward_list for a single-
linked list, and std::list for a doubly-linked list. The list types
also provide efficient insertion3 within the container, where std::3 O(1)

vector and std::deque "in-the-middle" insertions can take linear
time. There exist also container adaptors that work partially like se-container adaptors
quence containers, std::priority_queue, std::queue, and std::stack

. These adapters each limit the available member functions of their
adapted container to provide the interaction of their underlying ab-
straction, a stack is last-in-first-out (LIFO), a queue is first-in-first-out
(FIFO) and a priority queue manages a heap-order based on a com-
parison function, so that only the highest-priority value can be ac-
cessed and removed.

associative containers
Associative containers all optimize for accessing elements by their
value. They come in two flavors, those that provide the elements in
sorted order and have logarithmic element access and those that use
hashing to access the elements and have on average constant lookup
times.4The more popular dictionary-style types that allow searching4 under the condition that the hash

function used is well behaving with re-
spect to the input value range

for a key-type and provide an associated value are std::map<K,V>,
std::multimap, std::unordered_map, and std::unordered_multimap

. The "unordered" variants are those that use hashing, the "multi"
variants allow multiple entries with the same key. All these map
types require at least two template arguments to be provided, one
type for the keys and a second for the mapped values. Slightly less
favored are the set types, that just allow efficient access based on the
value of the elements. Like the map types’ flavors they come as std::
set<T>, std::multiset, std::unordered_set, and std::unordered_multiset

.
That was a long list of data structures that easily sounds con-

fusing. Just remember the most important ones to understand in
my opinion are vector and (unordered_)map. Many scripting lan-
guages provide just these two data structures often in the disguised
names as "Array" and "Hash". In Smalltalk some even consider them
the only collection structures to use[Bec97]. However, in contrast to
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many other languages C++’s containers actually contain their ele-
ments, where in languages like Java™ the collection libraries keep
references to objects in their collections.5

5 Please note the difference between a
container and a collection.

Common container features are one of the key concepts of effective
standard library use. All containers allow iteration of their elements
by accessing the iterators through begin() and end() member func-
tions that we have already seen for vectors and strings. Also all
containers allow querying their size through either size() for the
absolute number of elements, or via empty() to see if they are empty.
The latter can be more efficient to test for empty-ness for the list-style
containers, since they might actually need to count their elements
with size(). The member clear() allows to get rid of all elements
in one go. Containers also have a value semantic, i. e., you can compare value semantic
two of the same type, and assign a container to variable of its type.
The latter means most of the time copying all elements. If you know
that you won’t continue to use one of the two container’s content,
you can also std::swap() them very efficiently without the need to
copy all elements.6 6 std::array<T,n> is an exception to

this efficiency guaranteeMost containers can be assign()ed to or constructed from a range
given by iterators, an initializer list and with n-times of a given value.

Most containers can also be traversed in opposite order and pro-
vide iterators through member functions rbegin() and rend(). All
containers also provide versions of the iterators that provide deliber-
ately const read-only access to their members with cbegin() and
cend(), correspondingly for reverse iteration with crbegin() and
crend().

To see these common features in action have a look at the follow-
ing example program commonfeatures.cpp (Listing 5.1). An overview
on all common features is given in Table 5.1.
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#include <iostream>

#include <vector>

#include <iterator>

#include <algorithm>

int main() {

std::vector<int> const cv{1,2,3,5,7,11};

using std::cout;

std::ostream_iterator<int> out{cout,", "};

cout << "low primes\n";

copy(cv.begin(),cv.end(),out);

cout << "\nin reverse order:\n";

copy(cv.rbegin(),cv.rend(),out);

std::vector<int> v{cv}; // copies values

cout << "\nlow primes copied reverse\n";

copy(v.cbegin(),v.cend(),out);

cout << "\nv is "<< (v.empty()?"":"not ")<<"empty\n";

cout << "its size is "<<v.size();

v.clear();

cout << "\nv is "<< (v.empty()?"":"not ")<<"empty\n";

v.assign(cv.begin(),cv.end()); // use a range

cout << "\nlow primes again\n";

copy(v.begin(),v.end(),out);

}

Listing 5.1: commonfeatures.cpp

X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

size()

t elements

begin()/cbegin() end()/cend() iterators

erase(c.begin()) insert(c.end(),x) Figure 5.1: common container func-
tions of a container c
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operation meaning comment
C{} construct an empty container prefer {} in C++11 over ()
C{x1,x2,...} construct from elements

initializer list
X{xi}

C{n,x} construct with n xs,
size()== n afterwards

use round parentheses to avoid
ambiguity with C{x1,x2} when
X{n} is valid, such as in
vector<int>

C{ita,itb} construct from elements in
[itb,ite)

if X{ita} is valid use
C(ita,itb)

c.size() obtain the number of elements distance(c.begin(),c.end())

c.empty() true if size() is zero
c.begin() refers to the first element if any if empty() same as c.end()

c.end() refers to the element after the
last element

can never access an element
here

c.cbegin() refers to the first element if any,
const only

prefer begin(), equivalent to
c.begin() if c is const

c.cend() refers to the element after the
last element, const only

cannot mix begin() and cend()

and vice versa! prefer end()
c1 == c2 compares container’s content only valid if c1 and c2 have the

same type and their elements
can be compared

c.insert(it,x) insert x in front of it, returns
iterator to inserted x

associative containers take it as
a hint

c.erase(it) erase element denoted by it,
returns iterator following the
erased position

if it == c.end() nothing
happens

c.erase(itb,ite) erase elements in range
[itb,ite), returns iterator
following last erased position

the range must be part of the
container

Table 5.1: Common Container Features
C is container type with a element

type of X, c a container value, it an
iterator, x a value of type X
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5.2 Iterator Varieties

If you look closely at some C++ library algorithm specifications, you
can spot that they tend to use descriptive names for the template pa-
rameters, like InputIterator, OutputIterator, or RandomAccessIterator
as shown in Listing 5.2. These iterator categories allow the algorithmiterator categories:

output iterator
input iterator
forward iterator
bidirectional iterator
random access iterator

functions to rely on different capabilities of the iterator used. For
example, an OutputIterator is used to store values which are never
accessed again by the algorithm. An InputIterator in contrast is
used to read values once. These two categories model the abilities
of std::ostream_iterator and std::istream_iterator, where also,
once a value is written to the stream or read from the stream there is
nothing else you can do with it.

template<class ForwardIterator>

ForwardIterator adjacent_find(ForwardIterator first, ForwardIterator last);

template<class InputIterator, class OutputIterator>

OutputIterator copy(InputIterator first, InputIterator last, OutputIterator result);

template<class RandomAccessIterator>

void sort(RandomAccessIterator first, RandomAccessIterator last);

Listing 5.2: Examples for iterator kinds
in algorithm declarations

Better to explain is the iterator category ForwardIterator. Within
an algorithm, such an iterator is used to visit elements of a container.
A visited element can be read or even changed and then the algo-
rithm will "hop" to the next element in the container like a bunny
would hop to the next carrot in a garden patch once its done with
the current carrot. Accessing the carrot—excuse me—the element of
the container is done through the iterators unary operator*() and
the "hopping" happens through incrementing the iterator with its
operator++(). Once our bunny has reached the end() of a container
it no longer can see or eat a carrot, i. e., you no longer can access an
element. You do not have to care about these mechanics when using
algorithms, only when you write your own loops for iterators you
need to know. But I told you to avoid that anyway.

0 1 2

3 t
begin() end()

++ ++ ++ ++

Figure 5.3: A bunny-hopping forward-
iterator’s path

A BidirectionalIterator corresponds to a cleverer bunny that
can also hop backwards using operator--() to visit previous carrots
again, e.g., to look if they have grown enough to be harvested. And
finally, a RandomAccessIterator is a grown-up rabbit that can jump
as far as it wants in the carrot patch, by adding an integral value to
the iterator and even can view remote carrots by using an indexing
operator[] instead of just the current element with a *.
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Figure 5.4: A cleverer bunny-hopping
bidirectional-iterator’s path

In addition to the five iterator categories we have looked at, the
iterators derived from a container are distinguished between const it-

const iterators
erators and normal (non-const) iterators. A const iterator is not const
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by itself, it can still hop around, but means that the container element
accessed through it cannot be changed. A normal iterator does not
only provide access to an element’s value, but can also modify it in
its place of the container. We will see this distinction later in prac-
tice, where different container types provide also different iterator
categories and some containers do not allow to change their contents
through an iterator directly. For example, std::vector’s iterators
are random-access iterators that are only const, when the underly-
ing vector is const, whereas std::set’s iterator is only a const bidi-
rectional iterator that doesn’t allow you to change a set’s elements.
Doing so, would destroy the sort order of the set’s elements.

#include <vector>

#include <iostream>

int main(){

std::vector<int> v{3,1,4,1,5,9,2,6};

for(auto it=v.cbegin(); it != v.cend() ; ++it){

std::cout << *it << " is "

<< ((*it%2)?"odd":"even") <<’\n’;

}

}

Listing 5.2: iteratorloop.cpp

I’d like to show to you two important functions that apply to all
kinds of iterators. Both have different concrete implementations for
the different iterator categories, but the same effect. std::advance(iter,n)
std::advance(iter,n)

allows to let your bunny iter hop n times at once. If iter is a bidirec-
tional or random-access iterator n can also be negative. Since advance

requires an iterator variable to change, there exists also std::advance(iter,n)
std::next(iter,n)

that doesn’t modify iter, but returns the moved iterator. This al-
lows, for example, to write *next(begin(c),2) to access the third
element in the container c, assuming the size() of the container is at
least 3. For a pair of iterators that form a range, i. e., that come from
the same container, std::distance(from,to)
std::distance(from,to)

returns the number of elements in the range [ f rom, to), i. e., it counts
how often the bunny can hop in that range.

5.3 Sequence Containers

All sequence containers share common features, for example, they
provide means to insert or erase elements based on a position given
by an iterator. In addition to almost universal applicability of algo-
rithms using iterators, this similarity in interfaces allows you to ex-
change a sequence container easily, when you have chosen one that
turns out to be inappropriate for your problem. You have seen al-
most all of these features in action in chapter 2. Therefore, I will just
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give a table with what we’ve got and explain some of the most im-
portant things. I won’t go into all details here, because for a feature
I use seldom I also have to consult either an online reference or rely
on my IDE’s auto completion feature. For the usage of std::vector
refer to chapter 2.

Retro 5.1: prefer auto over

container::iterator or even

better: use an algorithm

function instead of your

own loop!

Iterator type aliases

Prior to C++11 writing your own loops with iterators was
embarrassing, because you needed to specify the correct
iterator type explicitly. Therefore, the standard contain-
ers provide type aliases for iterator, const_iterator as
well as those containers that allow reverse iteration also
reverse_iterator and const_reverse_iterator. Providing
your own local type alias for the iterator type to be used
helped a bit, but still the code looks bloated. Even more rea-
sons to sidestep DIY loops and call algorithms instead.

for (std::vector<int>::const_reverse_iterator

rit=v.crbegin(); rit != v.crend(); ++rit){

std::cout << *rit << ", ";

}
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operation meaning comment

c.insert(it,itb,ite) insert elements from [itb,ite)

in front of it
associative containers only have
c.insert(itb,ite)

c.insert(it,n,x) insert x n times in front of it,
returns iterator to inserted x

associative containers take it as
a hint

c.emplace(it,args) insert X{args} at it avoids copying a temporary like
c.insert(it,X{args}) would,
new in C++11

c.front() return first element, *c.begin()
c.back() return last element before

c.end()

not in forward_list

c.push_front(x) insert x before c.begin() only in deque, forward_list,
list

c.emplace_front(args) insert X{args} before c.begin() avoids copying a temporary like
c.push_front(X{args}), new in
C++11, availability like
push_front

c.push_back(x) insert x before c.end() only in deque, list, string,
vector

c.emplace_back(args) insert X{args} before c.end() avoids copying a temporary like
c.push_back(X{args}) would,
new in C++11, availability like
push_back

c.pop_front() remove element at c.begin() only in deque, forward_list,
list

c.pop_back() remove element before c.end() only in deque, list, string,
vector

c[n] return nth element only in array, deque, string,
vector

c.at(n) return nth element, bounds
checked

only in array, deque, string,
vector

Table 5.2: Sequence Container Features
C is container type, c a container

value, it an iterator, x a value of type X

Figure 5.5: common sequence contain-
ers functions

at(0)

X0

at(1)

X1

at(2)

X2

at(3)

X3

at(4)

X4

at(5)

X5

begin() rbegin() end()rend()

index

elements

iterators

front() back()

push_front(x) insert(begin()+3,x) push_back(x)
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Array

[0]

X0

[1]

X1

[2]

X2

[3]

X3

[4]

X4

[5]

X5

index

begin() rbegin() end()rend() iterators

front() back()

In fact, std::array<T,n> is not really a container, so the C++ stan-
dard is cheating a bit on this. It is of fixed size, so it can neither be
clear()ed, nor can elements insert()ed, emplace()ed, or erase()

ed. It is however usable, when you want to initialize it at compile
time. For example, in an embedded system a std::array<int,6>

const variable can be initialized and put into read-only memory.
However, you should prefer vector unless you know that you always
need exactly n values or have the need for compile-time initialization,
e.g., in multi-threaded or embedded code.

There is a slight gotcha when you initialize a std::array. Because
it is no real container, but a wrapper around an aggregate, you willaggregate
need a double pair of braces around the value list to avoid a compiler
warning message. As a special provision, there is a member function
fill(value) that assigns value to all array elements as you can see
as follows.

std::array<int,6> a{{1,1,2,3,5,8}};

print(std::cout,a.begin(),a.end());

a.fill(42); // all values are 42

a.at(2)=0;

a[4]=1;

print(std::cout,a.begin(),a.end());

The above code prints the following7

7 print() is using copy() like on
page 58 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,

42, 42, 0, 42, 1, 42,
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Caution 5.1: avoid C-style

arrays

std::array vs C-style arrays

You might be familiar with the classic array types formed like
int a[5];

Like pointers, you should avoid these arrays and rely on std

::array instead, because it will not automatically degenerate
to a pointer and lose its dimension, when passed as a function
argument. However, you loose the ability of C-style arrays to
automatically determine their dimension from their initializer.
int b[]={1,2,3};

But that can be problematic anyway, for example, if you
mistype the list as int b[]={1,2.3}; your array only gets two
elements. In addtion at() provides bounds-checked indexing
that is not available for C-style arrays.
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Deque

[0]

X0

[1]

X1

[2]

X2

[3]

X3

[4]

X4

[5]

X5

index

growthgrowth

begin() rbegin() end()rend() iterators

front() back()

push_front(x) insert(begin()+3,x) push_back(x)

The name of std::deque8 stands for double-ended queue. A std8 pronounced deck

::deque is almost like a std::vector and supports insertions and
removals at the end with push_back() and pop_back() like std::

vector, but also at the beginning with push_front() and pop_front

(). std::deque is optimized for the growth on both ends whereas a
std::vector can only grow efficiently on its back() side. Otherwise,
you can do everything with a std::deque<T> that you can do with a
std::vector<T>. Because its internal structure is different from std

::vector you might want to use the member function shrink_to_fit

() to adjust a std::deque’s memory consumption after heavy use
with many insertions and deletions. However, there is no guarantee
that calling that garbage collector will change anything about the
memory used internally.

Most often I found std::vector sufficient for my programming
tasks, therefore there are no special examples for std::deque.99 std::deque<bool> is an exception, see

box caution 5.3

Caution 5.2: Iterators can

remain valid under complex

rules

Iterator validity

The C++ standard defines detailed rules when iterators ob-
tained from a container remain valid while that container
changes. They can be hard to remember and the need to write
code that relies on them is rare when you rely on standard
algorithms. For example, erasing from a std::deque guaran-
tees some iterators to ’survive’ depending on which elements
are actually erased. Code that relies on such behavior tends to
break when maintenance later changes it. Also it is impossi-
ble to test if an iterator is still valid, since C++ iterators aren’t
robust—they do not get informed when the underlying con-
tainer changes. When working with list containers (std::list,
std::forward_list) most iterators remain valid regardless of
insertions or erasures of elements, except for those that actu-
ally refer to erased elements. Splicing from list might result in
the situation where an iterator actually changes the container.
Your code should not rely on such iterators if you still want to
call it simple.
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String

From a container perspective std::string behaves almost like a std

::vector<char>. However, it lacks the emplace() member functions,
because emplaceing doesn’t make sense for the element type char emplace
. There is no copy overhead for a simple type like that. In addi-
tion there exist many member function overloads that take an index
as position argument in addition to the container-like versions that
take an iterator. Examples are insert(), erase(), and replace().
The galore of find-like member functions allow you to obtain such
indices by searching the string. Because we have visited std::string

already, there are no further examples here.

Vector

[0]

X0

[1]

X1

[2]

X2

[3]

X3

[4]

X4

[5]

X5 growth

index

begin() rbegin() end()rend() iterators

front() back()

insert(begin()+3,x) push_back(x)

Since we already visited std::vector there is not much left to say
here, except to emphasize that you should use std::vector when-
ever you are in doubt which container to actually use. However,
there is one case where a vector might be sub-optimal for you, be-
cause of a premature optimization that happened during the initial
standardization of C++. If you instantiate std::vector<bool> the li-
brary provides a specific optimization that uses only one bit for the
bool values. This comes at the price that std::vector<bool> is no
longer a real container (see warning on page 160). When in doubt
and you want a sequence of bool values that doesn’t have these sub-
tle problems, choose std::deque<bool> instead.
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std::vector<bool>

The specialization std::vector<bool> is a typical case of pre-
mature optimization. While a boolean value can be represented
in one bit, type bool in C++ actually takes at least the size of
one char, because that is the minimum addressable entity by
definition. Therefore, a non-packed representation of a large
number of boolean values can have a significant overhead, e.g.,
8 times the size needed. However, a packed representation like
the one std::vector<bool> provides, pays a price for the size
efficiency. Addressing a single bool entity is no longer possi-
ble. Therefore, the iterators into a std::vector<bool> are so
special that they no longer meet the requirement of a forward
iterator, their operator*() does not return a reference to the
element but return a proxy object.
Even changing an element value within a std::vector<bool>

will influence the memory of other elements, so it violates the
data race free guarantees of the regular sequence containers.
Therefore, when you want a set of bits use either std::bitset

<n> if the size is known and fixed, or boost::dynamic_bitset

otherwise. If you really need a sequence container of bool

elements, std::deque<bool> can be a more viable choice than
std::vector<bool>.

Caution 5.3:

std::vector<bool> is special
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List

X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

begin() end()rbegin()rend() iterators

pushfront(x) insert(advance(begin(),3),x) pushback(x)
front() back()

The std::list is a double-linked list. It provides very efficient in-
sertion and removal of list elements or sublists. Its splice() member
functions allow also efficient (re-)combination of two lists, by moving
the parameter list’s (sub) sequence into the list it is called upon. This
is done by stealing the list nodes instead of copying the elements.
That in turn actually empties the list passed as argument. The fol-
lowing code demonstrates that behavior and also shows the member
functions unique() and sort(). Both are provided as substitute for
the unavailable algorithms of the same name, as well as merge() and
reverse().

std::list<int> l{3,5,1,2,8,1};

print(std::cout,l.begin(),l.end());

l.sort();

print(std::cout,l.begin(),l.end());

l.unique();

print(std::cout,l.begin(),l.end());

std::list<int> l4_42s(4,42);

auto it=find(l.begin(),l.end(),2);

l.splice(it,l4_42s);

print(std::cout,l.begin(),l.end());

std::cout << "spliced from size: "<< l4_42s.size();

The code first creates a list of some fibonacchi numbers in a mixed
up sequence, sorts them and then splices in a list of 4 elements that
all have the value 42. After the splice the list with the 42s is empty.
This results in the following output.
3, 5, 1, 2, 8, 1,

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,

1, 2, 3, 5, 8,

1, 42, 42, 42, 42, 2, 3, 5, 8,

spliced from size: 0

Again, please remember, if you do not need the splicing and efficient
recombination of lists, prefer std::vector. Especially on processors
with memory caches, even in the case of insertions in the middle of
a vector, it can be more efficient due to the memory vicinity of its
elements in contrast to a list’s elements that can be scattered. Since
most of your code will rely on iterators etc. changing the underlying
container type should not be a major effort.
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Forward List

X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

begin()
before_begin()

end() iterators

front()
pushfront(x) insert_after(advance(before_begin(),2),x)

A std::forward_list is quite a crippled container. It is modeled af-
ter a C-style singly linked list. While the list-style containers are
very efficient in inserting and removing elements at any position10,10 O(1)

getting to the position is a bit awkward with std::forward_list. To
insert or remove an element you have to have an iterator that is refer-
ring to the position before that element and because the iterator is only
aforward iterator there is no way back. Therefore, std::forward_list
provides a range that is open at its beginning with the member func-
tion before_begin(). Like the end() iterator, you are not allowed
to access the element before the list begins, but in contrast to end()

you can increment that iterator and thus hop to the front() ele-
ment. The before_begin() iterator is needed, because we only can
insert_after() or erase_after() list elements with iterators.

The regular ways to obtain an iterator into a container doesn’t
work with these _after operations. For example, if you use the find

() algorithm on a std::forward_list the iterator it returns cannot
be used to remove the found element. Fortunately, for exactly this
problem exist the member functions remove() and remove_if(), that
search for list elements and remove them in one go. Other algorithms
that will not work (efficiently) with std::forward_list and that are
supported by corresponding member functions instead are unique(),
sort(), merge() and reverse().

There are only a few uses where std::forward_list actually has
benefits. If you do not run into a situation where the overhead for the
double linking infrastructure of std::list is significant compared
to the single links of std::forward_list, I encourage you to not use
std::forward_list because of its peculiarities. And if you do not
need the insertion/removal efficiency and the splicing functionality
of recombining lists, do not even consider std::list but use std::

vector instead.
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Stack container adapter

X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 grows/shrinks

pop()

top()

push(x)

A std::stack is a wrapper around a sequence container such
as std::vector, std::list, or std::deque (the default11) and lim- 11 This is to avoid problems with

std::vector<bool>its their functionality to the typical LIFO stack operations. You can
no longer iterate all elements of a stack. The only means are push(x)

to put a value on the stack, top() to access that value, and pop()

to remove the topmost value.12 The removal function pop() doesn’t 12 There is also emplace() in addition to
push().return the last value on top().

Please note that the pop() and top() member functions incur un-
defined behavior if the stack is empty(). At last you can query the
size() of the stack. Because you loose the iteration ability without
destroying the elements, I recommend that you refrain from using
std::stack except for the cases where you can actually benefit from
the limited features. There is no direct means to obtain a safe stack
with std::stack, that would throw an exception if accessing the top-
most element of an empty stack. There are several DIY options, e.g.,
wrap the pop_back() and back() operations of the underlying con-
tainer and use std::stack adapter, or wrap the stack class’ problem-
atic functions.

A std::forward_list cannot become a std::stack

Because the wrapper std::stack relies on the sequence con-
tainer operations back() for top(), push_back() for push(),
and pop_back() for pop() a std::forward_list can not be
wrapped by std::stack, since it doesn’t provide these opera-
tions. This might look strange, since the underlying structure
of forward_list actually provides sufficient functionality for
a stack through its push_front(), front(), and pop_front

() members. But forward_list was standardized only for
C++11, while stack stems from the first standard.
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Queue Container Adapter

X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 growsshrinks

pop()

front() back()

push(x)

Like std::stack the adapter std::queue limits available opera-
tions of an underlying container. Because of a queues FIFO nature,
only std::deque (default) and std::list are applicable from the
standard sequence containers. To fill elements into a std::queue you
use the member function push(x) that actually puts x to the back()

of the container. Remove the front() element from a queue hap-
pens with pop() that like the same function of std::stack will not
return the late front value. Likewise with std::stack accessing an
empty std::queue results in undefined behavior, unless the underly-
ing container provides a check in its back(), front(), or pop_front()
member functions.

The program stackqueue.cpp (Listing 5.3) demonstrates the differ-
ences between a LIFO std::stack and a FIFO std::queue. However,
when you run it with the data given, you need to take a close look.
As an exercise you should use another set of words when you try it.

Listing 5.3: stackqueue.cpp
#include <stack>

#include <queue>

#include <iostream>

int main(){

std::stack<std::string> lifo;

std::queue<std::string> fifo;

for(std::string s

:{"Fall","leaves","after","leaves","fall"}){

lifo.push(s);

fifo.push(s);

}

while (!lifo.empty()){

std::cout << lifo.top() << " ";

lifo.pop();

} // fall leaves after leaves Fall

std::cout << "\n";

while (!fifo.empty()){

std::cout << fifo.front() << " ";

fifo.pop();

} // Fall leaves after leaves fall

}
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Priority Queue

Unlike the adapters we’ve just met, a std::priority_queue is a bit
more interesting. It keeps its elements inserted with push(x) in a
partially sorted order—technically a heap—, so that the front()-most heap
element accessible by top() is the smallest. Removing that one with
pop() automatically reorders the elements if necessary that the next
call to top() again will access the smallest element.

Because that sorting relies on random access iterator capability of
the underlying sequence container, only std::vector (default) and
std::queue are possible containers to be adapted in the standard
library.

A priority queue of simple values like int is not very interesting,
however, when you store elements where the sort order is based on
a member variable and other information is dragged along with it,
it really can be a useful data structure, whenever elements need to
be accessed in a priority-ordered way. For example, a task list where
each work item has a priority value assigned can be implemented
with a std::priority_queue. You will access the next task to work
upon via top() remove it with pop() when you are done. Further
tasks that happen to be push()ed into the task list will automatically
be sorted in according to their priority and in a more efficient way,
than actually keeping the task list completely sorted all the time.

For the cases where the priority sorting is not given by a stan-
dard comparison with operator<() on its elements, you can provide
a dedicated comparison functor for the elements as a third template
argument13. Please see std::set on page 166 on how such a com- 13 The second template argument is the

underlying container.parison functor can be provided.

5.4 Sorted Associative Containers

The associative containers are called that way, because they allow effi- associative containers
cient O(log(size())) search of elements based on the value of a key or
of the element, whereas the sequence containers only allow searching
for an element in sequentially in O(size()). This is achieved by storing
the elements in sorted order, typically implemented through a bal-
anced tree. The associative containers std::set and std::multiset

take their elements as the keys, where the former allows to store each
element only once and the latter allows multiple equivalent elements.
A std::map and a std::multimap store key-value pairs sorted by the
key, again either with unique keys or multiple equivalent keys.

I used the term equivalent deliberately, since to decide if a key is
unique, it is not compared with the operator== as defined for its
type, but the comparison operator< is considered. If neither a<b nor
b<a then a and b are considered equivalent and only one stored in the
associative container. This implies that the keys you use for a sorted
associative container must have a well-defined ordering relation. If
you cannot define such an order for your key type, even if it is only
the purpose of storing the keys in a associative container, you might
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consider using an unordered associative container as given below in
section 5.5.

Set

Figure 5.6: std::set
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A set stores a bunch of unique values in sorted order.14 Searching14 Internally it is often implemented as a
balanced tree, but that is not specified. if a given value is in a set occurs in O(log n). This can be done

either through the member function find(value) that returns the
end() iterator, if the value is not in the set, or more conveniently
with count(value) that returns one if the value is in the set, or zero
otherwise. Because one and zero map conveniently to true and false
respectively, it is more convenient to use count(value) to check if a
value is in the set.

Insertions into and removals from a std::set also have an O(log
n) complexity. If you insert(value) that is already in the set, it
becomes a no-op. However, the return value of the operation is a
std::pair<iterator,bool> that will provide in its first member
the iterator referring to the newly inserted element or its equivalent
existing one, while the second member of the pair is true, when the
insertion actually took place. Most of the time, you will ignore that
anyway.

Correspondingly, if you try to erase(value) and the value is not
in the set nothing happens. As with insert erase()’s return value
will show you what happened. It will return the number of elements
actually erased, which will be one if the value was stored in the set,
or zero otherwise.

There are further operations available in sorted associative con-
tainers that make more sense in the case of a multiset and multimap

and are explained there(page 172).
A std::set is sorted according to the operator< applied to its ele-

ments. Two elements a and b are considered equivalent when neither
a < b nor b < a is true. An optional second template argument de-
noting a predicate is used to parameterize std::set to use a different
sort order. The default argument for that template argument is std

::less<T> that directly maps to the operator< as defined for type
T. To sort a std::set<T> in descending order you can define it as
std::set<T,std::greater<T>>. It is an error to use a reflexive rela-
tion, like >= (aka std::greater_equal), because this would consider
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a value to not be equivalent with itself, i. e., 5<=5 is true while 5<5 is
false. You will learn to provide our own relation functor classes later
when we cover overloading operator() in chapter 6.
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Map

[’a’] [’e’] [’i’] [’o’] [’u’] [’y’]
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begin() rbegin() end()rend() iterators

After std::vector a std::map is the second most important data
structure in many applications. A std::map stores key-value pairs
sorted by the keys. In other languages such a data structure is also
called a dictionary. If you have understood std::set above, you
can also think of a std::map as a std::set<std::pair<K,V>> that
is sorted by the pair’s first element K. But std::map provides more
functionality: you can use values of the key type with the indexing
operator to access the associated value.

The above map content is created by the program in Listing 5.4
with the input sentence "everything should be made as simple as
possible, but no one bit simpler."

Listing 5.4: countvowels.cpp
#include <map>

#include <iostream>

#include <iterator>

int main(){

std::map<char,size_t> vowels

{{’a’,0},{’e’,0},{’i’,0},{’o’,0},{’u’,0},{’y’,0}};

char c;

while (std::cin >> c)

if (vowels.count(c))

++vowels[c];

for(auto const &p:vowels)

std::cout << p.first << " = "<< p.second << ’\n’;

}

Using a map, one needs to understand that access via iteration
retrieves a std::pair of key and value. The key is accessed through
std::pair’s first member variable, whereas the value through mem-
ber second.

for(auto const &p:vowels)

std::cout << p.first << " = "<< p.second << ’\n’;

This underlying structure must also be maintained when a std::

map is initialized, so our initializer list contains initializers consisting
of a list with two elements each.

std::map<char,size_t> vowels

{{’a’,0},{’e’,0},{’i’,0},{’o’,0},{’u’,0},{’y’,0}};

As with std::set the value of map’s key is immutable, because
changing it would break the sort order. However, in contrast to a std
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::set the additional value part can be changed in a std::map. This
provides the power of the data structure that is an indexed access by
a key and then either reading or changing the underlying associated
variable. In the program countvowels.cpp (Listing 5.4) this is used to
increase the count whenever a vowel is found.

++vowels[c];

Please note, that like with std::set the count(key) member func-
tion should be used as a check if a map contains a given key. In
our small program this allows us to ignore all characters that aren’t
vowels as in the following line:

if (vowels.count(c))

In contrast if indexed access is used with a key value, that doesn’t
exist yet, it will be automatically inserted into the map and the asso-
ciated variable is initialized with its default value. A slightly changed
program that takes a std::string as a key and unconditionally in-
creases the count for each string read, allows us to count the occur-
rences of words in the input as in countwords.cpp (Listing 5.5).

#include <map>

#include <iostream>

#include <iterator>

int main(){

std::map<std::string,int> words;

std::string s;

while (std::cin >> s)

++words[s];

for(auto const &p:words)

std::cout << p.first << " = "<< p.second << ’\n’;

}

Listing 5.5: countwords.cpp

If the sorting is not important for your application and the search-
ing of elements within the map is a dominant operation and you
have a good hash function for your keys, e.g., one provided by the
standard library for your key type, then std::unordered_map can be
a better alternative to std::map.
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Uncomfortable use of std::map in loops

In C++ before the C++11 standard writing a loop along
map’s elements was a bit uncomfortable, because one had to
specify the correct iterator type and individually access the
first and second element to gain access to a stored key and
value respectively. Even with an algorithm taking a function
argument such a function would require to take a std::pair

<key,value> as its (const-ref) parameter. For readable code,
only typedef provided a useful abbreviation. With C++11

the range-based for loop and auto make std::map much
more comfortable to use.
Because the standard doesn’t provide a operator<<(std::

ostream&,std::pair<key,value>) overload you can’t output
a map as simply as a std::vector or std::set with the copy

() algorithm and an std::ostream_iterator as well and
need a loop like the following.

typedef std::map<std::string,int> wordmap;

wordmap words;

std::string s;

while (std::cin >> s) ++words[s];

typedef wordmap::const_iterator iter;

for(iter it=words.begin(); it!=words.end(); ++it)

std::cout << it->first

<< " = "<< it->second << ’\n’;

What is also still missing today is a means to get an iterator
for the keys or the values in a map. However, Boost’s iterator
library[DA11] allows to create adapters for a map’s iterators
that iterate keys or values only. The program in Listing 5.6
shows variations of algorithms accessing the keys of a map.
However, it uses some mechanisms only explained later but
works with C++03.
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#include <map>

#include <iostream>

#include <iterator>

#include <algorithm>

#include <boost/iterator/transform_iterator.hpp>

#include <boost/bind.hpp>

template <typename K, typename V>

struct key // unary_function is deprecated in C++11!

:std::unary_function<std::pair<K,V>const &,K>{

K const &operator()(std::pair<K,V>const &p)const{

return p.first;

}

};

int main(){

typedef std::map<std::string,int> wordmap;

wordmap words;

std::string s;

while (std::cin >> s)

++words[s];

key<wordmap::key_type,int> const selKey{};

std::ostream_iterator<std::string> outstr(std::cout,", ");

transform(words.begin(),words.end(),outstr,selKey);

std::cout << ’\n’;

copy(boost::make_transform_iterator(words.begin(),selKey),

boost::make_transform_iterator(words.end(),selKey),

outstr); std::cout << ’\n’;

transform(words.begin(),words.end(),outstr,

boost::bind(&wordmap::value_type::first,_1));

std::cout << ’\n’;

}

Listing 5.6: transformiterator.cpp
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Multiset and Multimap

Figure 5.7: std::multiset<char> with
eight elements
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An easy view of std::multiset and std::multimap is that they
are like their counterparts that insist on unique keys, but allow a key
to occur several times. However, their effective use requires often to
use the member functions lower_bound(key), upper_bound(key), or
equal_range(key) that provides iterators denoting the (boundary of
a) range where a given key occurs. Function lower_bound returns
the first occurrence of the key or the position after the last value
that is smaller than the key, i. e., the position where the key would
be inserted. Function upper_bound returns the position after the last
occurrence of the key or the first element that is larger than the key.

An example of using a std::multiset is given in the program
sortedlistofwords.cpp (Listing 5.7). There you can see how to use
upper_bound to output all equivalent words in one line, while the
simple copy algorithm would just place each word on a line by itself.

Listing 5.7: sortedlistofwords.cpp
#include <set>

#include <iostream>

#include <iterator>

int main(){

using in=std::istream_iterator<std::string>;

using out=std::ostream_iterator<std::string>;

std::multiset<std::string> words{in{std::cin},in{}};

copy(words.begin(),words.end(),out(std::cout,"\n"));

auto bw=words.begin();

while(bw!=words.end()){

auto ew=words.upper_bound(*bw); // end of range

copy(bw,ew,out{std::cout,", "});

std::cout << ’\n’; // next range on new line

bw=ew;

}

}

While the member functions lower_bound, upper_bound, and equal_range

allows one to deal with a std::multimap it can be more conve-
nient to use a std::map that takes a std::vector of the values as the
mapped-to type instead of a multimap. Then you can still have the
benefits of using the indexing operator, that multimap lacks, while
you can store more than one value with a given key.
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5.5 Hashed aka Unordered Associative Containers

The unordered containers refer to the map and set types that are im- unordered containers
plemented with hashing. In contrast to std::set that keeps its el-
ements in a sorted structure and allows searching for an element
in O(log(size()), the std::unordered_set uses a hash-function on its
elements to arrange them. Internally the hash function is used to
calculate an index where the element should be stored and then an
equality predicate checks if the element stored there is the element or
another one. In case if they differ a so-called hash-collision occurs,
because different element values resulted in the same hash value-
derived index.

If you have never heard of hashing, do not worry. The understand-
ing of the internals is only required if one wants to use the unordered
containers with a key type where one would need to provide an own
hash function and can not rely on an existing std::hash overload.

I recommend that you use the unordered variants of the containers
only, when you have shown that the ordered ones are too slow or
when your key type has no inherent ordering, but you can define a
good hash function for it.

If you are not an expert in defining your own hash function,
rely on std::hash<T> specializations which exist for std::string,
the fundamental types and many library types. However, no such
specializations exist for types that would require to combine hash
values yet, e.g., a std::vector<std::string>, whereas you can still
define a std::set<std::vector<std::string>> you can’t define a
corresponding std::unordered_set without defining your own hash
functor. I refer to the origins of the unordered containers in the Boost
library collection, where such hash combinator support exist[Jam12],
if you really need to create your own hash functor.

The unordered containers should be chosen when elements are
searched often, because on average hashing is better than the sorted
structures, the worst case complexity is inferior, especially when the
container needs to grow and all elements need to be rehashed, or
when the hash function creates many collisions.

Unordered Set

To give you an impression of using std::unorderd_set and how it
might compare with std::set just have a look at the program re-
movevowels.cpp (Listing 5.8) that reads standard input and elimi-
nates all vowels while copying it to standard output. It uses the
algorithm remove_copy_if that copy’s the elements from its source
to the destination out{dstd::cout} unless the predicate given as the
lambda expression returns true, then the element is removed from
the copy. This algorithm works like copy_if() with the predicate
negated.15

15 Before C++11 copy_if was miss-
ing, because it was forgotten during
standardization, like is move_if as of
C++11.
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#include <unordered_set>

#include <iostream>

#include <iterator>

#include <algorithm>

int main(){

std::unordered_set<char> const vwl{’a’,’e’,’i’,’o’,’u’};

using in=std::istreambuf_iterator<char>;

using out=std::ostreambuf_iterator<char>;

remove_copy_if(in{std::cin},in{},out{std::cout},

[&](char c){return vwl.count(c);});

}

Listing 5.8: removevowels.cpp

Unordered Map

As with a std::unordered_set the normal usage of a std::unordered_map

is almost identical to std::map, the only difference is that when you
iterate the elements the order is arbitrary. Therefore, the following
program unorderedmap.cpp (Listing 5.9) looks very similar to count-
words.cpp (Listing 5.5) that uses a std::map instead.

Listing 5.9: unorderedmap.cpp
#include <unordered_map>

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

int main(){

std::unordered_map<std::string,int> words;

std::string s;

while (std::cin >> s)

++words[s];

for(auto const &p:words)

std::cout << p.first << " = "<< p.second << ’\n’;

}

5.6 Algorithm Reference

While we have met several algorithms already and got a glimpse
of what is available by some of the examples, I’d like to give you
some hints and tips on how to select an algorithm and what to look
out for. While the standard [ISO11b] provides categories of algo-
rithms, I’d like to look at them from a slightly different angle. Most
algorithms become available in a C++ program through the header
<algorithms>, but some useful algorithms are available in <numeric

>. Even though the latter assumes the algorithms have something to
do with calculations, they can be used with ranges that contain other
types than numbers as well. For example, accumulate() defined in
<numeric>can be used to concatenate the elements of a std::vector

<std::string> v:
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auto s=accumulate(v.begin(),v.end(),std::string{});

There are algorithms like std::find() that operate on a single
input range, while some combine two input ranges, like std::search

(). In the latter case, the end of the second range is often given
implicitly by the length of the first range, for example, in std::equal implicit second range length
(). It is your responsibility when calling such an algorithm that the
second range is at least as long as the first, otherwise you end up
with undefined behavior.

Several algorithms come in two flavors, where one version takes
an element value as argument, whereas the other has the suffix _if

and takes a predicate on the element type instead, for example,
remove and remove_if.

Another suffix used by some algorithms is _copy where the orig-
inal algorithm mutates a sequence and cannot be used with simple
input iterators the version with _copy allows less fancy iterator types
by copying the resulting range to a target iterator. The section sec-
tion 5.6 gives an overview on all algorithms that copy to an output
range including those that vary another algorithm with _copy.

Most example programs in this section use a function show to out-
put a std::vector<int> as explained in chapter 2. To avoid clutter-
ing the book with duplicate code, the examples omit show as well as
the necessary include directives. But here is an example implemen-
tation for show:

void show(std::ostream& out, std::vector<int> const & v) {

copy(begin(v),end(v),std::ostream_iterator<int>{out,", "});

out << "\n";

}

Filling a Range

fill, fill_n, generate, generate_n, iota

These algorithms can be used to create values in a range if the
initialization of a container is insufficient. The _n versions generate a
given number of values using an output iterator, whereas the "plain"
variants require a range with space for the values to be generated.
There is no iota_n algorithm.

fill(begin, end, value)

Assigns value to all elements in the range.

fill_n(outputiterator, n, value)

Assigns value to n elements using the outputiterator. Returns the
outputiterator after the filling is done.

generate(begin, end, generatefunction)

Assigns the result of the parameterless generatefunction to the
elements in the range. The generatefunction is called for each
element, if it is a functor with state it can be used to generate
different values.
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generate_n(outputiterator, n, generatefunction)

Assigns n generated values using the outputiterator. Returns the
output iterator after the filling is done.

iota(begin, end, value)

Assigns value and increments it with ++value for each element.
For example, iota(v.begin(),v.end(),1) fills the vector v with
the numbers 1, 2, 3, âĂę and so on.

Finding Elements in a Range

find, find_if, find_if_not find_first_of, adjacent_find,

search_n, is_sorted_until, is_heap_until

max_element, min_element, minmax_element, partition_point

Common to all these algorithms is that they return a position into
a range where the corresponding element can be accessed. If no
element in the range matches the search condition they return the
last iterator. While it can be handy to operate directly with the
returned element, it can be a bit clumsy to first check the return
result against last. See the example code for the effect of some of the
algorithms. We have already seen examples of using find algorithms
in section ??, therefore no more examples are give here.

find(begin, end, value)

returns the first position in the range that equals value.

find_if(begin, end, predicate)

returns the first position in the range where predicate(element)

is true.

find_if_not(begin, end, predicate)

returns the first position in the range where predicate(element)

is false. Only available since C++11. An alternative in C++03 is
find_if(b,e,std::not1(predicate))

adjacent_find(begin, end)

adjacent_find(begin, end, equalcheck)

returns the first position in the range where two consecutive ele-
ments are equal or equalcheck(element,nextelement) is true.

search_n(begin, end, n, value)

search_n(begin, end, n, value, equalcheck)

Return the first position in the range where at least n times the
value occurs.

is_sorted_until(begin, end)

is_sorted_until(begin, end, compare)

returns the first position in the range where two consecutive ele-
ments not in sorted order based on < or compare(element,nextelement
) is false. A similar effect can be achieved with adjacent_find(

begin,end,std::greater<T>).
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is_heap_until(begin, end)

is_heap_until(begin, end, compare)

returns the first position in the range where the heap condition is
broken or end, if the range is a heap16.

16 In a heap elements are partially
sorted, so that each element at index i
is not less than the elements at index
2*i+1 and 2*i+2, if those exist

find_first_of(begin, end, begin2, end2)

find_first_of(begin, end, begin2, end2, equalcheck)

returns the first position in the range where an element of the
second range occurs. The second range must be given by forward
iterators.

max_element(begin, end)

min_element(begin, end)

returns the position of the largest/smallest element. Also comes
with an additional comparison functor overload.

minmax_element(begin, end)

minmax_element(begin, end, compare)

returns the positions of the smallest and the largest element in a
std::pair<iter,iter>. The compare(x,y) function should return
true, when x is considered smaller than y.

partition_point(begin, end, predicate)

returns the first position where predicate(element) is false. Re-
quires the range to be partitioned, i.e. all elements where the
predicate is true come before all elements where the predicate is
false. This allows a more efficient search than find_if_not. See
also partitiondemo.cpp (Listing 5.12) and Figure 5.10

Searching Ranges

search, find_end, equal, is_permutation, mismatch

While the previous group of algorithms looked for individual el-
ements in a range, this collection searches for subranges. Unfortu-
nately the algorithm find_end should have been named "search last",
since it searches for the last position of a subrange, whereas search

searches for the first occurrence. All these iterators come with an
overload that takes a function for comparing for equality as an ad-
ditional argument. Most of these algorithms require one to use for-
ward iterators. Only for equal and mismatch simpler input iterators
are sufficient.

search(begin, end, begin2, end2)

search(begin, end, begin2, end2, equalcheck)

Return the first position in the first range where the second (shorter)
range occurs.

find_end(begin, end, begin2, end2)

find_end(begin, end, begin2, end2, equalcheck)

Return the last position in the first range where the second (shorter)
range occurs.
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equal(begin, end, begin2)

equal(begin, end, begin2, equalcheck)

Returns true if both ranges are equal. Caution: second range must
not be shorter than the first one!

is_permutation(begin, end, begin2)

is_permutation(begin, end, begin2, equalcheck)

Returns true if both ranges have the same elements regardless of
their order. Caution: second range must not be shorter than the
first one! If the second range is longer than distance(begin,end)

then only the first part of that length is considered.

mismatch(begin, end, begin2)

mismatch(begin, end, begin2, equalcheck)

Returns a std::pair<iter,iter2> where both iterators mark the
position in the each range where the two ranges differ. The result
iterators have both the same distance from their corresponding
beginning. Caution: you need to make sure that the second range
is at least as long as the first!

Listing 5.10: searchmismatch.cpp
int main(){

std::vector<int> const v{3,1,4,1,5,9,2,6};

std::vector<int> const s{4,1,5,6};

using std::cout;

show(v.begin(),v.end(),cout);

show(s.begin(),s.end(),cout);

auto

start=search(v.begin(),v.end(),s.begin(),s.end()-1);

show(v.begin(),start,cout);

auto p=mismatch(start,v.end(),s.begin());

show(p.first,v.end(),cout);

show(p.second,s.end(),cout);

}

Calculations on one or two Ranges

for_each, all_of, any_of, none_of, accumulate,

is_sorted, is_heap, is_partitioned

equal, is_permutation, lexicographical_compare, inner_product

These algorithms perform some kind of calculation on one or two
ranges and return it as a result. Some of them might have a side
effect, such as for_each. A range is considered partitioned if it is
sorted according to a predicate, where all elements where the pred-
icate is true come first. Algorithms equal and is_permutation that
return a bool value based on two ranges, are listed here again. Al-
gorithms accumulate and inner_product are defined in <numeric>.

Because we have seen many of these algorithms already in action,
e.g., in chapter 2, there are no more example programs.

for_each(begin, end, function)

Applies function(element) for each element in the range. Re-
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Figure 5.8: application of search and
mismatch as in Listing 5.10 .

3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 v

search(v.begin(),v.end(),s.begin(),s.end()-1)start=

4 1 5 6 s

3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 v

p=mismatch(start,v.end(),s.begin())

p.first

4 1 5 6

p.second

s

turns the function object. So a functor with state can be used to
aggregate elements. If function takes its parameter by reference
a side effect on the elements is possible if the range is mutable,
however, in such a case transform might be a better choice.

all_of(begin, end, predicate)

returns true if predicate(element) evaluates true for all elements
in the range.

any_of(begin, end, predicate)

returns true if predicate(element) evaluates true for one of the
elements in the range.

none_of(begin, end, predicate)

returns true if predicate(element) evaluates false for all elements
in the range.

accumulate(begin, end, startvalue)

accumulate(begin, end, startvalue, sumfunction)

returns the sum by applying + or the sumfunction subsequently
on the value and each of the elements.

is_sorted(begin, end)

is_sorted(begin, end, compare)

returns true if the range is sorted.

is_partitioned(begin, end, predicate)

returns true if the range is partitioned, i. e., all elements where
predicate is true come first.

is_heap(begin, end)

is_heap(begin, end, compare)

returns true if the range is a heap.

lexicographical_compare(begin, end, begin2, end2)

lexicographical_compare(begin, end, begin2, end2, cmp)

returns true if the first range is less than the second one, i. e., each
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element in the first range compares less than to the corresponding
element in the second range. if the first range is shorter but equal
up to the end, it is less than.

inner_product(begin, end, begin2, startvalue)

inner_product(begin, end, begin2, startvalue, sum, mul)

returns the inner product by applying + or the sum function sub-
sequently on the multiplication of the corresponding elements in
the ranges. Caution: the second range must be at least as long as
the first range.

Changing a Range

remove, remove_if, unique, replace, replace_if, reverse, rotate,

random_shuffle, shuffle,

sort, stable_sort, partial_sort, nth_element,

partition, stable_partition,

make_heap, push_heap, pop_heap, sort_heap,

next_permutation, prev_permutation

These algorithms change a range in place. This means they can
not be used with the one-pass input iterators but require at least
a forward iterator that can be accessed multiple times. Some even
require random access iterators to allow sorting, such as sort or
make_heap. Most of the algorithms, except those that sort, come in a
_copy variant that can be used with the weaker input iterators.

The _if variants use a predicate instead of a value to determine
the elements to be removed or replaced.
remove(begin, end, value)

remove_if(begin, end, predicate)

Reorders the elements in the range, so that those that are not equal
to value or where the predicate is false are moved to the begin-
ning of the range. The new end of the range with the elements
removed. See Figure 2.2 for an illustration.

unique(begin, end)

unique(begin, end, equalcheck)

Removes subsequent identical elements leaving only one element
of such a sequence. Works like the remove algorithm and returns
the new end iterator. When used on a sorted sequence guarantees
each element value occurs only once.

replace(begin, end, oldvalue, value)

replace_if(begin, end, predicate, value)

Assigns value the the elements in the range that are equal to old-
value or where the predicate returns true.

reverse(begin, end)

Reverses the sequence of the elements in the range. Requires at
least bidirectional iterators.

rotate(begin, middle, end)

Moves the elements between middle and end towards the front
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of the range followed by the elements between begin and middle.
Returns the iterator referring to the new position of the previous
front element.

random_shuffle(begin, end)

random_shuffle(begin, end, randomfunction)

shuffle(begin, end, randomnumbergenerator)

Reorders the elements in the range randomly. The second and
third version allow to pass in the source of randomness as a func-
tion/functor or as a random number generator object.

sort(begin, end)

sort(begin, end, comparefunction)

stable_sort(begin, end)

stable_sort(begin, end, comparefunction)

Sort the elements in the range given by random access iterators.
The stable versions guarantee that equivalent elements stay in the
sequence they had before applying the sort algorithm. This can be
used to sort elements based on multiple criteria.

partial_sort(begin, middle, end)

partial_sort(begin, middle, end, comparefunction)

Sort the elements in the range so that the range [begin, middle)
contains the first (middle-begin) elements of the overall range in
sorted order. The elements in [middle,end) might still be unsorted
but all greater than the elements before them.

nth_element(begin, middle, end)

nth_element(begin, middle, end, comparefunction)

Sort the elements in the range so that the element at the middle
position would be the one if the range would be fully sorted. All
elements up to that element are smaller, all after are larger than
that element but are not necessarily sorted themselves.

partition(begin, end, predicate)

stable_partition(begin, end, predicate)

Rearranges the elements so that those where predicate(element)
is true come first. Returns the iterator where the subrange with
the "false" elements starts. It is like the elements are sorted ac-
cording to the bool value resulting from the predicate. The stable
version guarantees that equivalent elements stay in the sequence
they had before applying the partition algorithm. Such a parti-
tioned range can be used with partition_point later. See partition-
demo.cpp (Listing 5.12).

make_heap(begin, end)

make_heap(begin, end, predicate)

Create a heap data structure from the range given by the ran-
dom access iterators [begin,end). *begin will be the element with
the lowest value afterwards, the remaining elements form a heap
structure *(begin+i)< *(begin+2i+1) and *(begin+i)< *(begin

+2i+2) for i < distance(begin,end)/2. See heapdemo.cpp (List-
ing 5.13) and Figure 5.11.
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push_heap(begin, end)

push_heap(begin, end, predicate)

When a heap structure in range [begin,end-1) is extended with an
additional element via push_back at position end-1, this algorithm
ensures that the resulting range [begin,end) fulfills again the heap
property.

pop_heap(begin, end)

pop_heap(begin, end, predicate)

This algorithm "removes" the lowest element in the heap [begin,end)
by moving it into the last position at end-1 and then rearranges
the elements from [begin+1,end) into the range [begin,end-1) so
they form a heap structure. This is useful to actually remove the
lowest element from the heap.

sort_heap(begin, end)

sort_heap(begin, end, predicate)

Assuming that [begin,end) forms a heap, sorts the range com-
pletely.

next_permutation(begin, end)

next_permutation(begin, end, comparefunction)

prev_permutation(begin, end)

prev_permutation(begin, end, comparefunction)

These functions rearrange the elements in the range to achieve the
next or previous permutation. They are based on the ordering
of permutations of elements given by lexicographical_compare. If
the resulting permutation is in ascending/descending order be-
cause of a "wrap" the functions return false, otherwise true. They
require bidirectional iterators.

An example of the workings of rotate and reverse can be seen
in rotate.cpp (Listing 5.11) and Figure 5.9. Furthermore partition-
demo.cpp (Listing 5.12) and Figure 5.10 as well as heapdemo.cpp
(Listing 5.13) and Figure 5.11 demonstrate the behavior of partition-
ing and the heap algorithms.

Listing 5.11: rotate.cpp
void show(std::vector<int> const &v, std::ostream& os) {

std::ostream_iterator<int> out(os,", ");

copy(v.begin(), v.end(), out);

os << ’\n’;

}

int main(){

std::vector<int> v{3,1,4,1,5,9,2,6};

using std::cout;

show(v, cout);

std::rotate(v.begin(),v.begin()+3,v.end());

show(v, cout);

std::reverse(v.begin(),v.end());
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Figure 5.9: rotating a vector by 3 as in
Listing 5.11 .

3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 start

b+3

1 5 9 2 6 3 1 4 rotate(b,b+3,e)

4 1 3 6 2 9 5 1 reverse(b,e)

Listing 5.12: partitiondemo.cpp
int main() {

std::vector<int> v{3,1,4,1,5,9,2,6};

auto greater4=[](int x){return x>4;};

using std::cout;

show(cout,v, greater4);

partition(v.begin(), v.end(), greater4);

show(cout,v,greater4);

auto it=partition_point(v.begin(),v.end(),greater4);

cout<<"partition point index "<< distance(v.begin(),it);

}

Figure 5.10: partioning a vector by x >
4 as in Listing 5.12 . 3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 start

6 9 5 1 4 1 2 3 partition(b,e,[](int x){return x>4;})

partition_point

Listing 5.13: heapdemo.cpp
int main(){

std::vector<int> v{3,1,4,1,5,9,2,6};

using std::cout; show(v, cout);

std::make_heap(v.begin(),v.end()); show(v, cout);

std::pop_heap(v.begin(),v.end()); show(v, cout);

v.pop_back(); show(v, cout);

v.push_back(8); show(v,cout);

std::push_heap(v.begin(),v.end()); show(v,cout);

std::sort_heap(v.begin(),v.end()); show(v,cout);

}

Calculations on Ranges resulting in a Range

transform, adjacent_difference, partial_sum

These algorithms take the elements of one or two ranges, perform
some computation on them and deliver the range of results into an
output iterator. If you chose the start of same range that you used
as input as the output you can effectively overwrite the contents of
the range. Like the copying algorithms in the next section they re-
turn the output iterator referring to the next available place and you
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Figure 5.11: effects of heap algorithms
on a vector in Listing 5.13 .

9 6 4 1 5 3 2 1 make_heap

6 5 4 1 1 3 2

6 5 4 1 1 3 2 pop_back

6 5 4 1 1 3 2 8 push_back

8 6 4 5 1 3 2 1 push_heap

3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 8

9

8

start

pop_heap

sort_heap

must make sure there is enough space left for the result if the output
iterator is referring to a container.

The transform algorithm comes in two flavors, one that uses a
unary function taking one argument and applies it to each element
in the range and another one that uses a binary function combining
corresponding elements from two ranges of the same length. Both
assign their results through the given output iterator.

The algorithms adjacent_difference and partial_sum use operator-
and operator+ respectively, but can also be parameterized by a binary
function.
transform(begin, end, outiter, unaryfunction)

transform(begin, end, begin2, outiter, binaryfunction)

Apply the function to the elements in the range and create a re-
sult into outiter’s range for each function application. The second
form calls the given function on corresponding elements of the
two input ranges.

adjacent_difference(begin, end, outiter)

adjacent_difference(begin, end, outiter, subfunction)

The first element is output directly, subsequent values are com-
puted by taking the next element and subtracting the previous
one. In case of the second form subfunction(current,previous) is
used for all but the first value output.

partial_sum(begin, end, outiter)

partial_sum(begin, end, outiter, addfunction)

Creates values by subsequently adding the elements in the input
range. In case of the second form addfunction(sum,element) is
used for all but the first value output.

The program fibo.cpp (Listing 5.14) shows how to parameterize adjacent_difference
with the addition functor to generate fibonacchi numbers from a

vector filled with ones.
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Listing 5.14: fibo.cpp
int main(){

std::ostream_iterator<unsigned> out{std::cout,", "};

std::vector<unsigned> v(10,1);

copy(v.begin(),v.end(),out); std::cout << ’\n’;

adjacent_difference(v.begin(),v.end()-1,v.begin()+1,

std::plus<unsigned>{});

copy(v.begin(),v.end(),out);

}

The program squares.cpp (Listing 5.15) demonstrates the appli-
cation of partial_sum to fill a vector of ones with the first integral
numbers and then transform is used to output the squares of these
numbers.

int main(){

std::ostream_iterator<unsigned> out{std::cout,", "};

std::vector<unsigned> v(10,1);

copy(v.begin(),v.end(),out); std::cout << ’\n’;

partial_sum(v.begin(),v.end(),v.begin());

copy(v.begin(),v.end(),out); std::cout << ’\n’;

transform(v.begin(),v.end(),v.begin(),out,

std::multiplies<unsigned>{});

}

Listing 5.15: squares.cpp

Copying Algorithms

copy, copy_backward, copy_if, copy_n,

move, move_backward, swap_ranges, iter_swap

remove_copy, remove_copy_if, replace_copy, replace_copy_if,

reverse_copy, rotate_copy, unique_copy,

partition_copy, partial_sort_copy

This section lists the copying variants of previously explained al-
gorithms. All of them allow "weaker" iterator types than their in-
place variants and provide the result using an output iterator in-
stead. I won’t give more details about them here, except for some
interesting cases.

The _backward versions of copy and move are important if the des-
tination range overlaps with the source range, i.e., when you use the
algorithm to shift elements around in a container. The plain ver-
sions copy and move work fine if the destination range starts before
the source range’s start or after the source range’s end. However, in
other cases it is better to use copy_backward or move_backward, be-
cause then you won’t overwrite elements that haven’t been copied/-
moved yet. This comfort comes at the price of requiring bidirectional
iterator. Also note, that the destination range with the _backward ver-
sion is specified by its end iterator.
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In contrast to the remaining copy algorithms that leave their source
untouched, the moving and swapping algorithms might change their
source range. If the element type provides a non-trivial move me-
chanics, such as std::string, move might leave the source elements
in a "moved-from" state. You should use the move algorithms only,
when the source range elements will no longer be used, because only
assignment and destroying is allowed on a variable in a "moved-
from" state. swap_ranges will use std::swap to exchange corre-
sponding elements in two ranges. The function iter_swap even
though it takes two iterators as an argument will not work on a
range, but will swap the elements referred to by the iterators. These
just have to relate with the type of the values they are referring to,
there is no limitation of them being exactly the same iterator type or
referring to the same underlying container.

The program in Listing 5.16 demonstrates the effect of copy and
copy_backward when ranges overlap correctly as well as the effect of
swap_ranges to exchange the two halves of a vector. Figure 5.12 visu-
alizes the effects. Some library implementations might copy correctly
even if the outiter is "pointing" within the input range, however, you
should not rely on that fact, because the standard doesn’t guarantee
it and it would limit portability of your code.

copy(begin, end, outiter)

copy_n(inputiter, count, outiter)

move(begin, end, outiter)

Copies/moves all elements in the range. The destination range
denoted by outiter must be able to hold all elements from the
source range. The _n version takes count elements from the input
range. This can be handy, when reading only partially from an
istream_iterator. There is no move_n specified in standard C++.

copy_backward(begin, end, outend)

move_backward(begin, end, outend)

Copies/moves all elements in the range from the end towards the
begin. The destination range ends with the position denoted by
outend. Use this if you want to shift right some elements of a
container and the ranges overlap. Iterators must be bidirectional.
If the values at the source range that haven’t been moved to are no
longer needed, e.g., because they are overwritten afterwards, use
move_backward instead.

copy_if(begin, end, outiter, predicate)

remove_copy_if(begin, end, outiter, predicate)

Copies all elements in the range where predicate(element) is true/-
false respectively. The destination range denoted by outiter must
be able to hold all elements copies from the source range. Both
work identically except for the evaluation of the predicate. In the
pre C++11 standard copy_if was forgotten and you needed to use
remove_copy_if with an inverted predicate.

swap_ranges(begin, end, begin2 )

Exchanges the corresponding elements between the two non-overlapping
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ranges using std::swap. The second range denoted by begin2

must be at least as long as the first range.

int main(){

std::vector<int> v{3,1,4,1,5,9,2,6};

using std::cout;

show(v, cout);

std::copy(v.begin()+2,v.end(),v.begin());

show(v, cout);

std::copy_backward(v.begin(),v.end()-2,v.end());

show(v,cout);

auto middle=v.begin()+(v.size()/2);

std::swap_ranges(v.begin(),middle,middle);

show(v,cout);

}

Listing 5.16: copybackward.cpp

3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6

4 1 5 9 2 6 2 6

copy(b+2,e,b)

4 1 4 1 5 9 2 6

copy_backward(b,e-2,e)

5 9 2 6 4 1 4 1

swap_ranges(b,m,m)

begin end begin2

Figure 5.12: effects of copy and
copy_backward with overlapping
ranges and of swap_ranges as in
Listing 5.16 .

Searching and Combining of Sorted Ranges

lower_bound, upper_bound, equal_range, binary_search,

merge, inplace_merge, includes, set_difference,

set_intersection, set_symmetric_difference, set_union The al-
gorithms in this section all assume that the ranges provided are
sorted either through operator< or by a comparison function given
as an argument. Often they can be applied to a std::set, for ex-
ample, but in case of those algorithms that are available as member
functions, you should prefer the member functions instead.

The first group lower_bound, upper_bound and equal_range work
on a sorted range like the corresponding member functions of the
sorted associative containers such as std::multimap. The algorithm
binary_search corresponds to the find member function of these
sorted associative containers.

The second group all work on two sorted ranges and create a new
sorted range by via an output iterator that is also returned as the
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result. The input ranges do not have to match in length. The only
algorithm in that group that doesn’t produce a new output range is
includes, it returns true if all elements of the second range appear
also in the first range (set inclusion).

lower_bound(begin, end, value)

lower_bound(begin, end, value, comparisonfunction)

upper_bound(begin, end, value)

upper_bound(begin, end, value, comparisonfunction)

Return an iterator in the range that corresponds to the point just
before (lower) or just after (upper) the given value would be found
in the sorted sequence.

equal_range(begin, end, value)

equal_range(begin, end, value, comparisonfunction)

Returns a pair of iterators in the range that corresponds to the
point just before and just after the given value would be found in
the sorted sequence.

merge(begin, end, begin2, end2, outputiter)

merge(begin, end, begin2, end2, outputiter, cmp)

Copies all elements of the two sorted ranges in sorted order to the
range given by outputiter. Returns the output iterator after the
copies are done.

inplace_merge(begin, middle, end)

inplace_merge(begin, middle, end, cmp)

Assumes the overall range consists of two sorted subranges [be-
gin,middle), [middle,end) and merges them in sorted order, so
that in the end the overall range is sorted. This can be used to
implement the combination step of divide-and-conquer sort algo-
rithms like quick sort or merge sort.

includes(begin, end, begin2, end2)

includes(begin, end, begin2, end2, comparisonfunction)

Returns true if all elements of the second range occurs in the first.
Both ranges must be sorted.

set_difference(begin, end, begin2, end2, outputiter)

set_difference(begin, end, begin2, end2, outputiter, cmp)

Copies all elements of the first range to the output range that do
not appear in the second range. Returns the output iterator after
the copies are done.

set_intersection(begin, end, begin2, end2, out)

set_intersection(begin, end, begin2, end2, out, cmp)

Copies all elements of the first range to the output range that also
appear in the second range. Returns the output iterator after the
copies are done.

set_symmetric_difference(begin, end, b2, e2, out)

set_symmetric_difference(begin, end, b2, e2, out, cmp)

Copies all elements of the first range to the output range that do
not appear in the second range and all elements from the second
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range that do not appear in the first range. The resulting range is
sorted again. Returns the output iterator after the copies are done.

set_union(begin, end, begin2, end2, outputiter)

set_union(begin, end, begin2, end2, outputiter, cmp)

Copies all elements of the both ranges to the output range, but
only provides one exemplar of each value where the other range
contains an equivalent value (see example). The resulting range is
sorted again. Returns the output iterator after the copies are done.

int main(){

using std::cout;

mset a{3,1,4,1};

mset b{4,1,5,9};

show(a,cout);

show(b,cout);

set_difference(a.begin(),a.end(),

b.begin(),b.end(),oi{cout,", "}); cout << ’\n’;

set_intersection(a.begin(),a.end(),

b.begin(),b.end(),oi{cout,", "}); cout << ’\n’;

set_symmetric_difference(a.begin(),a.end(),

b.begin(),b.end(),oi{cout,", "}); cout << ’\n’;

set_union(a.begin(),a.end(),

b.begin(),b.end(),oi{cout,", "}); cout << ’\n’;

merge(a.begin(),a.end(),

b.begin(),b.end(),oi{cout,", "}); cout << ’\n’;

}

Listing 5.17: setalgorithms.cpp

1 1 3 4 a 1 4 5 9 b

1 3 a \ b set_difference

1 4 a \ b set_intersection

1 3 5 9 a 4 b set_symmetric_difference

1 1 3 4 5 9 a [ b set_union

1 1 1 3 4 4 5 9 a + b merge

Figure 5.13: visualization of set al-
gorithms on sorted sequences as in
Listing ?? .

TODO! add C++14/17 algorithms, i.e., sample()
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5.7 Exercises

Common Container Features

Take the program commonfeatures.cpp (Listing 5.1) and try it with
other containers than std::vector. Does everything work as promised?
What are the differences, for example, with a std::set<int> instead?

Performance

Measure insertion and removal performance of forward_list, list, vec-
tor and deque.

• use std::chrono

• use 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000 inserts and removals and time
them

Unordered Containers

Try to measure the performance of insertions and lookups when you
parameterize an unordered_set with the following hash functor:
struct mybadhash{ size_t operator()(std::string const &){return

1;}};

as std::unordered_set<std::string,mybadhash> s; and insert 10,
100, 1000, 10000, 10000 different strings into the set (just render the
number on the string using a std::ostringstream).

Generating Anagrams

Write a program that reads a word from standard input and creates
all possible anagrams (permutations of the letters in the word). Use
a data structure to collect the anagrams that keeps them in sorted
order and eliminates duplicates. On Linux/Mac/Unix you might
read in the file /usr/share/dict/words and filter your anagrams ac-
cording to the valid words. Try this with short words first, otherwise
generating the permutations might take a long time (factorial(size())).

Word Frequency

Take your class word from exercise on page 144 and write a program
that calculates the frequency of the each word in a text provided as
standard input.

KWIC

From Parnas we have a concise definition of the Keyword in Context
problem:

The KWIC index system accepts an ordered set of lines, each line is an
ordered set of words, and each word is an ordered set of characters.
Any line may be "circularly shifted" by repeatedly removing the first
word and appending it at the end of the line. The KWIC index system
outputs a listing of all circular shifts of all lines in alphabetical order.
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Write a program kwic that reads lines from standard input and
creates the variations of the line where each word is in front once.
Output the stored lines in sorted order, so that you can see, how the
words are used in context.

Example input:
this is a test

this is another test

result:
a test this is

another test this is

is a test this

is another test this

test this is a

test this is another

this is a test

this is another test

TODO! more, e.g., word index for file with line numbers
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